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1 Introduction

Over the past years, various voices have revealed an inconvenient truth about the fashion industry: some brands, fast fashion as well as luxury ones, have been found to destroy large volumes of unsold or returned clothing (Deutsche Welle, 2020; Zazzara et al., 2020; FashionUnited, 2017). There are several reasons for this: on one hand, the current fashion retail system has built its business model to a large extent on fast-changing trends, cheap mass production and discounts, often creating overproduction; on the other, destroying unsold items keeps the value of luxury brands high as it prevents the emergence of an extensive discount market (Eco-Business, 2023; Nast, 2021).

Destroying unsold or returned textiles, including clothing, is a waste of value and resources, which has a significant negative impact on the environment. From the perspective of European consumption, textiles have been shown to cause on average the fourth highest negative lifecycle pressures on the environment and climate change, after food, housing and mobility (EEA, 2022). The practice of deliberate product destruction, through which consumer products are disposed of before use by retailers or manufacturers, is an expression of the take-make-waste logic of the current linear production-consumption system. The growth of e-commerce, especially during and after COVID-19, combined with lenient return practises, changes in consumer preferences and fast-fashion business strategies have resulted in an increased proportion of returns and unsold goods (Ader et al., 2021; Rödig et al., 2021).

With the rise of the ultra-fast fashion, in which the time to market is even more compressed (Dzhengiz et al., 2023), the problem is likely to further increase. It is clear that this trend contradicts the aim of a resource-efficient circular economy as stated in the European Green Deal and the EU’s Circular Economy Action Plan that has identified textiles as one of the key value chains (EC, 2019; 2020).

One of the key actions identified in the EU Strategy for Sustainable and Circular Textiles, is to stop the destruction of unsold and returned textiles (European Commission, 2022). Concretely, as a disincentive under the Eco-design for Sustainable Products Regulation (ESPR), the Commission has proposed a transparency obligation mandating large companies to publicly disclose the quantity of products they discard and destroy, including textiles, and their strategies regarding preparation for reuse, recycling, incineration or landfilling. The proposed Regulation describes destruction as “becoming a widespread environmental problem across the Union... [which] amounts to a loss of valuable economic resources as goods are produced, transported and afterwards destroyed without ever being used for their intended purposes” (EC, 2022). Although the Commission proposed that bans on the destruction of unsold products would be implemented later, in May 2023, the European Council agreed that a ban on the destruction of unsold clothing should apply immediately (European Council, 2023). This direct ban was also part of an amendment on the proposal for a regulation of establishing a framework for setting eco-design requirements for sustainable products adopted by the European Parliament on 12 July 2023 (European Parliament, 2023b) and on which the European Parliament and the European Council reached a provisional political agreement on 5 December 2023. Alongside this, in the context of the Transition Pathway for the Textiles Ecosystem, the Commission will assess how emerging digital technologies could reduce the share of returns of clothing bought online in order to reduce the carbon footprint of e-commerce (European Commission, 2022).

Despite the policy interest and action on the topic, transparency around the handling of returned and unsold textile products in Europe is currently lacking, and the overall size and impact of textile products’ destruction remains uncertain.

The aim of this report is to give the best possible overview of existing knowledge, data and trends on the volumes and destruction of returned and unsold textiles in Europe. This is to better understand the nature and driving forces behind product destruction and to provide options for addressing it from a regulatory, business and consumer perspective.
This report is a continuation of the work on textiles in a circular economy by the European Environment Agency (EEA) and its European Topic Centre on Circular Economy and Resource Use (ETC CE), which started with the EEA 2019 briefing document and underpinning ETC CE reports on textiles and the environment in a circular economy. These were followed by other reports and briefings, most recently the 2022 briefings and reports on design for circularity and microplastic from textiles consumption in Europe, and the 2023 EEA briefings and ETC CE papers on bio-based textiles and exports of used textiles. Together, these reports provide necessary knowledge for the transition to a circular textiles economy in the EU.

In this report, Chapter 2 presents an overview of current trends and data on online shopping for clothing and footwear in the EU and on product returns. This includes a description of what happens to returned goods. Chapter 3 summarises existing knowledge and data on unsold textiles; Chapter 4 describes the destruction of textiles and the underlying reasons for it. Chapter 5 provides insights into the environmental and social impacts of textile-product returns and destruction. Finally, Chapter 6 identifies possible ways to address the problem from a regulatory, business and consumer perspective.

1.1 Scope, method and limitations

Several reports, academic articles and investigations by journalists have been published about the practice of destroying returned and unsold textiles. These have, however, generally exposed the practice in very specific circumstances, such as a particular company or brand, or a certain country. This report, therefore, aims to 1) provide an estimate of the amount of returns and unsold textiles and how much is then destroyed on a European level; 2) summarise existing knowledge of the underlying reasons for this and the challenges it presents; 3) estimate the environmental impact of the practice; and 4) identify possible ways to address the issue.

The scope of the research is the volume of returns and of unsold textiles within the EU. As most textile products are manufactured outside Europe, a lot might be left unsold and destroyed before ever leaving the factory although it was produced for European customers. Limiting the scope to what has entered the EU therefore ignores possibly significant amounts of waste generated in the production phase outside Europe. Quantifying these volumes would, however, be very difficult, if not impossible, and is beyond the scope of this project.

The report has been based on a combination of a systematic literature review and desk research as well as primary data collection. The search covered literature published between 2015 and 2023. The primary data collection has been done through interviews with representatives of various actors within the value chain – producers of textiles (brands and retailers) and potential receivers of returned or unsold textiles (return management solution providers, charity organisations, recyclers, and waste handlers) – academia and national authorities. Due to the sensitivity of some of the information provided, some interviewed stakeholders requested anonymity.

This report primarily uses the description by Roberts et al. (2023) of types of products that are subject to product destruction (Table 1.1). Since returned products can also remain unsold and never reach a new end consumer, for the purpose of clarity, this report will treat returned and unsold products as separate topics.
Table 1.1 Products subject to product destruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Returned products</td>
<td>Products which have been sold but have been returned by the customer to the retailer under their right to return. These products may be fully functional or damaged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsold</td>
<td>Overstock Products that are produced but have never been sold. These come straight from the production line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obsolete products Products for which there is no longer any demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Damaged products Products that have been damaged in transit or storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recalled/defective products Products taken off the market due to a defect or quality issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: adapted from Roberts et al. (2023).

In this report, the destruction of returned or unsold products is considered as the discarding or intentional damaging of these products after which they become waste. As such, recycling is considered destruction, given the need to, for example, shred or dismantle products for this purpose. Considering recycling, incineration and landfilling of returned or unsold products as destruction also corresponds to how product destruction is defined in the ESPR proposal, i.e. products that are destroyed without ever being used for their intended purpose (EC, 2022). Also Roberts et al., (2023) define product destruction as “a situation whereby consumer products are willingly disposed of before use”. Figure 1.1 illustrates the different types of products, how the different terms relate and how they are addressed in this report.

Figure 1.1 Different types of products and product flows

Source: Developed by ETC CE
2 Volumes and fate of returned textiles

The textiles industry is an important sector for the EU and the global economy. In 2022, the EU textile and clothing sector returned to its pre-pandemic level with a turnover of EUR 167 billion, an increase of 14 % compared to 2021. The EU textiles and clothing sector employs 1.3 million people across 192,000 companies, of which 67 % are clothing companies (EURATEX, 2023b). In 2020, the EU imported 8.7 million tonnes of textile products, representing a total value of EUR 125 billion. Clothing represents the largest share, both in volume (45 %) and value (56 %). Exports of clothing from EU to other countries amounted to 1.9 million tonnes in 2020 with a value of EUR 33 billion (ETC CE, 2022).

In 2022, EU households spent around EUR 282 billion on clothing, or EUR 630 per person, and EUR 68 billion on footwear, which in total is an increase of 15 % over the previous year (Eurostat, 2023b). The percentage of textile and clothing sales generated by online sales was 11 % in 2020, and more than doubled since 2009 when it was only 5 % (EURATEX, 2023b). It is clear that the importance of e-commerce for the industry is growing.

This evolution follows the trend of a growing proportion of online shoppers in the EU that grew from 55 % of internet users in 2012 to 75 % in 2022, an increase of 36 % in 10 years (Eurostat, 2023a), with the COVID-19 pandemic acting as an accelerator for consumers to go online (Karl and Asdecker, 2021). This situation incentivised companies to move their activities online, and fashion brands without an online presence before the pandemic established platforms to complement offline sales (Haukkala et al., 2023).

Clothing, including sportswear, shoes and/or accessories, is by far the most popular category of physical products purchased online in the EU, ordered by 68 % of internet shoppers in 2022. This category is followed by cosmetics, beauty and wellness products, bought by 27 % of online shoppers, and furniture, home accessories and gardening products by 26 % as second and third most common products purchased online (Eurostat, 2023c).

Figure 2.1 shows a steady increase in the percentage of individuals who purchased clothes and shoes online between 2020 and 2022. Although those aged 16–44 years had the highest shares of individuals purchasing online, up to 76 %, the increase of online purchasers of clothing and shoes is greater for the age groups between 45 and 74 years old. Of EU countries, Bulgaria has the highest share of individuals that purchased clothes and shoes online, 81 %, and Estonia the lowest, 55 % (Eurostat, 2023c).

Figure 2.1 Individuals in the EU who purchased clothes, shoes and accessories online, 2020–2022, per cent

Note: 2020 data are estimated, break in time series in 2021 data
Source: Eurostat (2023c)
In the EU, consumers that have bought a product or service online, have the right to cancel and return their order within 14 days without justification, even when the product or service works as advertised (EU, 2023a). Retailers must refund them within 14 days of receiving the cancellation request, including the shipping costs made at the time of purchase (EU, 2023a). For products bought in a shop, there is no EU legal right to return the goods for exchange or refund, unless the item is faulty (EU, 2023a). Many shops, however, voluntarily allow customers to return or exchange goods within a certain period, provided they have kept the receipt, and in turn give a full or partial refund according to the retailer’s specific return policy (EU, 2023a; Nestler et al., 2021). Lenient return policies improve reputation, engagement, revenues, purchase rates, experience and tend to encourage repeat buying among consumers (Kedia et al., 2019; Zomer and van Kempen, 2019). More than 80 % of online shoppers who returned a parcel checked the return policy before buying or during the purchase (DPD Group, 2022). The promise of free and easy returns has, however, inevitably, led with high return rates (Kedia et al., 2019).

With the growth of online sales, return rates have also increased (Roland Berger et al., 2023; Nestler et al., 2021). Among online shoppers in Europe, 14 % state that they have returned an item in the last month (DPD Group, 2022; Postnord, 2022). In interpreting return rates, it is important to note that different calculation methods can be used. These can, for example, be based on the number of returned items, on the returned products’ revenue or profit contributions or on the number of online shoppers that have returned their last purchase. Although the return rates calculated using these methods differ and sometimes it is not clear which method had been applied, research suggests that return rates develop along the same pattern over time, regardless of the calculation method (El Kihal et al., 2021). Unless stated differently, in this report the return rate refers to the number of purchased items that are returned in relation to the total number of items sold.

Product return rates vary greatly among retail industries, categories, brands and distribution channels (Nestler et al., 2021). Most retailers do not understand the full economics of returns, how return rates and causes vary by product category, and what level of returns can be expected for a given product line (Ader et al., 2021). Returns rates for fashion and lifestyle products are significantly higher than those of other product categories (Ader et al., 2021; Nestler et al., 2021; WHYS, 2021; Zomer and van Kempen, 2019). This is mainly because fashion products are judged on the basis of a number of different parameters, such as general appearance, colour, fit and size, which cannot be fully evaluated through online channels. For consumer electronics, on the other hand, extensive information about their functionality can be found, making it easier to buy online (Makov, forthcoming).

In fashion, 70 % of returns are caused by poor fit or style (Ader et al., 2021). The inability to closely inspect or touch and feel products before purchase limits the amount of product information available (Nestler et al., 2021). This results in so-called product uncertainty, which is defined as “the customer’s experience of doubt as to whether a product physically fits” (Gustafsson et al., 2021). Footwear and apparel products are goods that involve high product uncertainty. These products are especially prone to high return rates when purchased online since customers cannot physically try the products on before purchase (Gustafsson et al., 2021). As Nestler et al. (2021) point out, footwear and apparel suffer from significant sizing variations, due to different sizing systems (alpha, numeric, confection), uneven definition of size systems (S, M, L for garments), country conventions (EU, FR, IT, UK), different specifications for the same size according to the brand, different ways of converting a local size system to another and vanity sizing in which brands deliberately adapt their nominal sizes to target specific consumer segments (Nestler et al., 2021). Product uncertainty, combined with lenient return policies might encourage customers to overorder and return, i.e., customers ordering multiple products in different variants, such as the same product model in different sizes, with the intention of returning the variant(s) that do not fit. Ordering multiple products in different variants is often referred to as bracketing.

The return rate for products sold online is up to three times higher than for products sold in physical stores (Roland Berger et al., 2023; Graat, 2018). Micro to small web shops have a significantly lower return rate
than medium to large web shops (WHYS, 2021). Overall, young adults (18–24 years) have the highest product return rate (Postnord, 2022; Statista, 2021). After that, the proportion decreases with every age group. The main reason for this is that 18–24-year-olds have the highest share of individuals that purchase online and a greatest proportion of purchases are in the fashion segment, which is the product group that has the highest returns (Eurostat, 2023c; Postnord, 2022).

The average return rate for clothing bought online differs depending on the source used. The rates found in literature are sometimes country specific and sometimes cover a wider region or continent. Figure 2.2 gives a country specific overview of average return rates for clothing. The return rates found in literature range from 15–30 % for countries for which data have been found (1). The lowest return rates were found for Italy, 15 %, and Poland, 16 %. Germany, 30 %, and the Netherlands, 25 %, had the highest return rates.

Overall, in the EU, the average return rate for clothing is 20 %, which means that one in every five item of clothing bought online is being returned. For footwear, less data on product returns is available, although all sources agree that the return rates for online purchases are higher than those of clothing. Online returns for footwear range from 22–37 % (Asdecker et al., 2021; Gustafsson et al., 2021) and overall, the average return rate for footwear in the EU is 30 %.

According to Asdecker et al. (2022), the fact that the highest return rates were observed in Germany could be explained by the fact that retailers in Germany have very lenient return policies compared to the rest of Europe. For example, the average return period granted by the surveyed retailers in their study is 53 days compared to 30 days in the rest of Europe. Also returns are usually free of charge (89 % of the German retailers surveyed) which is less common in the rest of Europe (52 %), where customers must pay a fee (18 %) or have pay the return shipping costs (30 %).

---

1 A large European online retailer reports a return rate of 50 % for clothing and footwear. As the source cannot be disclosed, this figure is not included into the calculation of the average return rates.
Womenswear is the most frequently returned online clothing category (Roland Berger et al., 2023). Within the category, (casual) dresses have the highest product return rates (Postnord, 2022).

Galaxus, the largest Swiss online retailer with a range of over 5 million products, openly communicates product return rates to its customers showing how often a type of product from a given brand was returned in the last 12 months. Only brands that were sold at least 150 times during that time are displayed (Galaxus, 2023). An analysis of more than 1,200 product records that were retrieved from the website gives a unique overview and insight into product returns per category.

Table 2.1 gives an overview of the average return rate of different types of clothing and shoes retrieved from the Galaxus website. This analysis supports the fact that casual dresses are by far the most returned product category, followed by jackets, jeans and vests. For footwear, the overall return rates are higher compared to clothing, with winter shoes and boots the most returned product category. When retail price is included in the analysis, it seems that higher priced products are more likely to be returned. Also, within a product category, higher priced brands/products, were found to have a higher return rate than the average return rate of that product category. Product parameters, such as overall appearance, size and fit, seem to be of paramount importance for consumers when higher priced items are purchased online.
Table 2.1 Product return rates per product type, Galaxus, 2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothing type</th>
<th>Return rate (%)</th>
<th>Average price (EUR)</th>
<th>Footwear type</th>
<th>Return rate (%)</th>
<th>Average price (EUR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casual dresses</td>
<td>39.30</td>
<td>48.86</td>
<td>Winter shoes</td>
<td>28.54</td>
<td>142.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackets</td>
<td>26.55</td>
<td>175.01</td>
<td>Boots</td>
<td>25.06</td>
<td>134.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeans</td>
<td>25.11</td>
<td>72.63</td>
<td>Sandals</td>
<td>23.16</td>
<td>73.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vests</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>98.68</td>
<td>Sneakers</td>
<td>17.52</td>
<td>110.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirts</td>
<td>17.02</td>
<td>40.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorts</td>
<td>15.92</td>
<td>50.34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casual trousers</td>
<td>14.94</td>
<td>53.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweaters</td>
<td>13.34</td>
<td>67.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bras</td>
<td>10.97</td>
<td>42.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polo shirts</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>41.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-shirts</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>35.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleepwear</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>59.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>36.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwear</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>34.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socks</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>21.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ETC CE, based on the analysis of 1237 data records retrieved from Galaxus (2023)
Note: the red cells indicate the highest priced items, the green cells the lowest priced items.

Product return processes are complex, involving multiple stages, players and channels, as can be seen in Figure . The complete return process usually spans different locations and can take weeks to complete (Frei et al., 2022). Especially for seasonal and fast fashion products, this has a significant impact on resale potential and could lead to significant reductions of the original selling price (markdowns) (Roland Berger et al., 2023; Frei et al., 2022; Ader et al., 2021). Winter garments, for instance, cannot be sold at full price in spring, and even non-seasonal articles are at risk of being out of fashion if it takes a long time to return them to the shelves (Frei et al., 2022). Moreover, products could get lost in the process or damaged during transport or storage (Makov et al., 2023; Rödig et al., 2021).

Retail has been optimised for forward logistics with demand that can be forecast and met in an efficient flow. Returns, however, remain difficult to predict; which products will be returned, when, in what quantity and in what condition. Moreover, products often come back in non-standard packaging (Ader et al., 2021). Despite this complexity and the challenges, minimum attention has been paid to reverse flows (Roberts et al., 2023). According to a McKinsey survey, “managing returns is not among the top five priorities for a third of retailers—and a quarter of the retailers surveyed do not do so efficiently and effectively” (Ader et al., 2021).

In recent years, a growing number of online retailers have started to rely on specialised third-party reverse-logistics providers to handle their returns. These return-management providers offer various services such as providing drop-off points, handling carrier contracts, collecting data on the quality of returns and how products are returned, and assessing whether the products can be sold again, based on a set of criteria received from the brand or retailer for cleaning, repairing, repacking or disposing products (ReBound Returns, 2023).
The costs of handling returns are substantial and include logistics, sorting and handling the returns, replacement costs or the cost of issuing a refund, the cost of customer care and asset depreciation costs in case of markdowns, liquidation or destruction (Roland Berger et al., 2023; Frei et al., 2022; Ader et al., 2021).

With the rapid growth of online shopping, leading to a higher than anticipated number of returns, many retailers are unaware of the true costs of returns. According to a British Fashion Council’s Institute of Positive Fashion study, it costs a retailer approximately 55–75 % of a product’s retail price to process each online return. mainly due to the number of labour-intensive steps (Roland Berger et al., 2023). Makov et al. (2023) estimate the cost of returns, without the cost of grading or destruction, at about EUR 10–15 each. This means that for products retailing for EUR 34 or less, including 21 % VAT and assuming a normal retail markup of 2.6, there would be no return on the retailer’s purchase cost, even if the product were sold again at the full price (2). It is, therefore, not surprising that destruction is more likely for products of lower value or with short lifecycles that are returned (Bernon et al., 2018). The cost of returns has become highly significant, moving them from a cost of doing business to more serious erosion of profit margins (Frei et al., 2022).

As can be seen in Figure , there are various destinations for returned products. In the best case, they are restocked and sold again at full price (A grade). For various reasons, such as minor defects, being end- of-line or out of season or style products, some can only be resold at reduced price (B grade). Products that cannot be resold (C grade), are either donated to charity, liquidated or sold to middlemen, often referred to as jobbers – companies which deal in clothes and textiles but not necessarily for sale to consumers

---

2 The purchase cost of the retailer (EUR 13.08) multiplied by 2.6 (markup) gives the retail price including 21 % VAT (EUR 34) at which the product is sold. In this example the margin of the retailer is EUR 15.03, which is calculated as the retail price excluding VAT (EUR 28.11), minus the purchase cost of the retailer (EUR 13.08).
– or are destroyed. However, some products that are restocked or go to secondary markets can end up being destroyed (Makov et al., 2023).

Figures on the volume of goods that can be restocked and sold as new are scarce. However, according to a study by the University of Bamberg carried out among German online retailers, an average 93.2 % of all returned items could be sold as new, while the share of returns subject to destruction was estimated to be only 1.3 % (Asdecker et al., 2022). This share of products destroyed is an underestimate as it does not include disposal by customers who received a refund without returning the item or sale/disposal through the secondary market (charities or jobbers). Although this seems low for Germany, in absolute terms it still means that some 17 million returned items were destroyed in 2021 (Asdecker et al., 2022).

These figures are in line with data received from Reboud Returns, one of the biggest return-management service providers in Europe that handles more than 12 million returned items per year, most of which are for clients in the fashion sector. According to this company, about 94 % of returns for their biggest clients are A-graded, repacked and returned to their clients for resale. However, 4 % cannot be resold and are subject to direct destruction. Due to current limitations of fibre-to-fibre recycling, these items go to incineration (3). The remaining 2 % are B-graded products, which require further treatment, such as stain removals or small repairs, before they could potentially be resold. Sometimes B-graded products are donated to charity. The reason why there are fewer B- than C-graded products is that often only a distinction is made between A- and C-grade ones (Rebound Returns, 2023).

Although 94 % of returned products could potentially be resold, whether this actually occurs is not clear as return-management service providers do not know whether all items deemed sellable are indeed returned to stock and reoffered for sale as their clients handle restocking (Rebound Returns, 2023). In a study by Makov et al. (2023), two scenarios representing best and conventional return-management practices were compared, using data covering more than 630 000 clothing returns in 2021 in the EU. In the best-case scenario, a scenario in which all returned items go through advanced grading and are carefully assessed according to a number of defined criteria, 77 % of all returned items reach a new end customer. When conventional return management is used, i.e., without light cleaning or mending that can occur in the advanced-grading scenario, only 54 % of restocked items find their way to a new end consumer. These figures also take into account the ultimate fate of returned items and products that are donated or sold to jobbers but eventually end up as being destroyed. This implies that even under the best return-management practices, almost one out of four returned clothes never reach another consumer. Figure 2.4 gives a breakdown of both scenarios.

---

3 This statement was confirmed by a large European online retailer
Figure 2.4 Comparison between best and conventional return-management practices, per cent

Source: Makov et al. (2023)

Note: The resold category includes resale by the original retailer and sales by secondary sellers.

3 Unsold textiles – existing knowledge and data

3.1 Causes of unsold textiles

The previous chapter detailed what is known about the share and fate of returned products from online sales. In addition, there are products which are never sold to a consumer by the retailer. As defined by Roberts et al. (2023), unsold products can be either overstocks (products that are produced but have never been sold), obsolete products, products for which there is no longer any demand; or products that are damaged or recalled by their manufacturer because of quality issues.

Overstock and obsolete products are the result of a mismatch between what is produced and demanded. As will be detailed in the following paragraphs, this mismatch can be due to difficulty in forecasting, market dynamics and a conscious business strategy.

Difficulties in forecasting is the challenge of knowing what and how much will sell. The fashion industry and particularly fast-fashion, is characterised by a large variety of goods produced, also called product diversification, both in terms of styles, colours and sizes, as well as differences between seasonal offerings (Elia, 2019; Tanaka et al., 2019). From a consumer’s perspective, this diversity gives options and freedom of choice. But the more diverse the portfolio of products, styles, colours and sizes, the harder it is to correctly predict exactly how many of each will sell within the current season. If a brand orders more products of a certain colour which turns out is not as popular as expected, these items become overstock. If the trend changes before these can be sold, the items can become obsolete. Conversely, products which are less subject to changing trends and appeal to a large part of the market are less likely to remain unsold. Basic garments such as white t-shirts, dark socks and blue shirts, for example, become overstock less often than vibrant coloured or special items (Tanaka et al., 2019). This also holds true for sizes, with less demand
for the smallest and the largest sizes, and it is challenging to accurately forecast the optimum combination of styles, colours and sizes. Stocking the same quantity of each size for all products is likely to result in overstocks of some, as the pool of consumers for the largest and smallest sizes is smaller than for medium ones. This can cause an interesting dilemma, as including a wider range is more size inclusive, but can also cause overproduction and subsequently unsold stock. Changing trends seasons also cause unsold stock. The sale of seasonal items is impacted by the weather conditions of that season, and forecasting for these types of products can therefore be challenging. In warm winters, for example, the sale of winter coats might be less than predicted (Elia, 2019). Because these items cannot necessarily be sold next season because of changing fashion, they may become obsolete.

Secondly, large geographical variations in consumption also makes sales challenging to predict. For physical stores, the challenge with forecasting is aggravated by physical conditions. Every store has limited storage capacity, and this is particularly true for smaller retailers. Stores, therefore, cannot accept all products at once, and need to remove unsold goods to make space for the next collection (Tanaka et al., 2019). This is also due to the fact that the items are predominantly sold within the first few weeks of being put on the market, meaning that if one store in a chain experiences less demand than predicted, there might not be time to relocate the items to another store (Tanaka et al., 2019).

The difficulties in forecasting are aggravated by market dynamics and the structure of purchasing. Because most production plans are made approximately six months before the start of the sales period, it is difficult for the industry to adapt production to keep up with the changes in demand, which then leads to a mismatch and ultimately to unsold goods (Tanaka et al., 2019). The time span between placing an order and receiving it can also contribute to something called the bullwhip effect – when sudden increase in customer demand leads to an increase in orders in the brand’s supply chain but, because of the timelag involved in fulfilling orders, results in availability outstripping actual demand once the order has been produced, delivered and put on sale (Roberts et al., 2023).

The main issue is that within the current system, the challenge of forecasting is deemed acceptable and even makes economic sense, due to a combination of diversification as a business strategy, low production costs and economies of scale and scope.

In a hyper-competitive market such as the textiles and fashion industry, and particularly fast-fashion, brands often prefer overstocks to reduce lead times and avoid the risk of not being able to meet demand immediately (Roberts et al., 2023). Within consumer psychology, the current belief is the greater the choice offered to consumers, the better, meaning that it will attract both more consumers and that more of them will buy (Roberts et al., 2023; Grant and Schwartz, 2011). It thus becomes in the interest of the brands to continuously increase product diversification to attract more customers, and to incite buying through the creation of a sense of urgency with ever more collections, which are not offered for sale in the following season, leading to overstocks (Tanaka et al., 2019). This is made possible by the low cost of production.

Today’s material sourcing requires global networks and a large portion of labour-intensive clothing production takes place in the global South where low wages are prevalent (Dzhengiz et al., 2023), making it more advantageous to produce too much than loose potential sales (Roberts et al., 2023). This is further aggravated because of economies of scale and scope. Economies of scale refers to the fact that it is cheaper per item to produce many rather than few of one product, whereas economy of scope means that it is cheaper per product to produce two or more different items at the same time than producing them individually (Investopedia, 2023). Consequently, not only is a diverse portfolio cheap to produce, but a wide range of products produced in large quantities is cheaper per item than producing smaller quantities and fewer types (Roberts et al., 2023; Singh et al., 2019). This then leads to overproduction of product types, styles, colours and sizes. Lastly, products might not be sold because they are damaged, faulty or have quality issues (Roberts et al., 2023).
3.2 A variety of data from different sources

There is little available information about the volume of textile products that are never sold. There is little academic research on the topic, and in one of few articles to be found, the authors note that “fashion brands may hold large amounts of unsold products (25–40%) at the end of a selling season” (Niu et al., 2018). Further, few companies report on the volume of unsold items and the numbers that do exist are based on companies’ own reporting and often lack transparency. According to Fashion Revolution, just 12% of all brands globally disclosed the volume of post-production waste generated annually in 2022 (overstock, obsolete stock, etc.) – up from 6% in 2021 (Fashion Revolution, 2022). The few numbers that were found, and are presented in Table 3.1, are therefore difficult to extrapolate to a European average, as they are not necessarily representative of different European countries, refer to different years and use different definitions of unsold items. Further, the reported end-of-life treatment is named differently, making it unclear what is meant. Some reports differentiate between recycling and incineration, whereas others combine these under the term destruction. Lastly, they mostly differ from the estimate by Niu et al. (2018) mentioned above.

Several leading German newspapers suggest that about 10% of all clothing items, around 230 million pieces a year, remain unsold despite heavy discounting by retailers (Berner, 2021; Dowideit, 2019). These numbers are based on findings from Euromonitor International in 2019. Several other media refer to this number in the following years, but the original source has not been found. Other experts estimate that the amount is higher, up to 460 million pieces, corresponding to 20% of all items (Dowideit, 2019). These figures have been contested by the German industry association Bundesfachverband Textilhandel (BTE), stating that a survey amongst 9,000 of their members found that only 5-10% of all pieces put on the market end up being passed on to third-party distributors, and that only a small fraction of new items are destroyed (Preuss, 2019). The German Environment Ministry (BMUV) states that only few credible numbers exist on the destruction of goods, because not all goods are recorded, and companies cannot be inspected comprehensively (Bundesumweltministerium, n.d.).

According to a large study done in France on the fate of unsold non-food products, unsold clothing and footwear represents 4.1% of the total turnover of the clothing and footwear sector in France (ADEME, 2021). In the context of that study, the term unsold is defined as “all new non-food products, leaving the store or factory, which could not be sold through traditional sales channels, manufacturers and distributors, nor valued via their internal channels: seasonal sales, promotions, and product stickers, factory outlets and brand centers, clearance sales (event sales in their warehouses or nearby); sale or gift to employees”. The 4.1% of total turnover these unsold goods represent correspond to an estimated market value of EUR 1.7 billion (ADEME, 2021). The respondents of the ADEME study indicate that the main reasons for the failure to sell clothing and footwear products are marketing obsolescence as a result of, for instance, new collections or a change in packaging (37%); product defects (31%); and over-production (27%) (ADEME, 2021). For the unsold items, the sector mainly resorts to external outlets, which are stores selling heavily discounted items (65%) and donations (20%), 4% is repaired, whereas 6% is recycled, 4% incinerated and 1% landfilled. Further, most recycling happens in Asia, and there is little transparency on how this is done and how much is ultimately recycled (ADEME, 2021). According to the actors interviewed, the French Anti-Waste Law (AGEC law) was not expected to upset existing practices (ADEME, 2021). This was confirmed by French members of REUSE, which stated that there was no augmentation of donations since the French ban on destruction of unsold and returned items came into place on 1 January 2023.

In the Netherlands, the number of clothing items mentioned in most articles comes from a study commissioned by MVO Nederland in 2016 investigating 2015. This states that 33% of what was put on the market was only sold after being offered at a discount. About 6.5%, some 21.5 million items valued at EUR 313 million remained unsold (Wijnia, 2016). The 6.5% was split into 3% sent for recycling, 2.7% for incineration and 0.8% were not accounted for in the article (Wijnia, 2016). The numbers are referred to in 2017 by Maldini et al. (2017); in 2020 by Nichols-Lee (2020) and Niinimäki et al. (2020); and in 2023 by
Schenkman (2023). The recurring referencing to these numbers also indicates that there have not been any new studies, and due to their age, these numbers are simply indicative.

A recent study in Norway, estimates that the total amount of unsold clothes, defined as “clothing that the business is left with over time, and which they are not able to sell through own channels”, amounted to a minimum to 825 tonnes in 2021, which equals approximately 0.7 % of the textiles put on the market. Based on the estimates of the brands surveyed, however, 0.1–2.8 % remained unsold, but it could even be more due to differences in the definition of unsold. Both estimates should be treated with caution as they are based on self-assessment by brands, several large companies did not answer and the numbers do not include online trade (Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse AS, 2022). Regarding the paths of the unsold garments, the report estimates that in 2021 82 % of unsold garments were donated to charity, of which 98 % were exported to either Poland, the United Arab Emirates or Kurdistan as a first destination. The charities reported that the agreement with the brands often include a requirement to export the items beyond Europe, where the brand is not present, to avoid reducing its value. Around 17 % were sold to external outlets or jobbers (Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse AS, 2022) and the remaining 2 % was estimated to be directly destroyed. A Norwegian report investigating textile consumption in 2018, states significantly different proportions. Here, the surveyed brands reported that 82 % of unsold textiles were incinerated, 11 % donated to charity, 3 % sold through a discounting outlet, and that nothing was recycled. The fate of the remaining 4 % was reported as “other” (Watson et al., 2020).

In June 2022, the ReHubs Techno Economic Master Study analysed figures of all textile waste generated in the EU, including textile waste generated or consolidated at the retail level such as overstock, returns, damaged or defective goods, sample waste and other unsellable goods. This showed that 60–80 % of goods are sold by the original seller through its core channels. Of the unsold goods, 90 % are sold in redirected markets, i.e. through different channels or at different prices, and 10 % of unsold goods were “available” for recycling (EURATEX, 2023a).

Information from the Swedish multinational clothing company H&M does not detail how much of its stock remains unsold, but indicates the fate of these items. In 2019, the company reported that 74 % of unsold garments were donated to charity, and it destroyed 6 %. H&M established a collaboration with a platform solely selling secondhand clothes in 2021 and sold 83 % of its unsold items on this platform, only 5 % was donated to charity, 12 % was recycled, and none was incinerated or landfilled (Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse AS, 2022). The change, however, also highlights the issue of overproduction, as a large proportion of the overstocks was in fact fully usable and could be sold through the secondhand market.

In Belgium, VAT exemptions are granted to companies that donate certain unsold goods to charity organisations, associations or companies approved specifically for this purpose. According to RREUSE, a non-governmental organisation, however, outlets for brands absorb most of the unsold stock and donations are relatively low compared to the estimated total quantity of unsold goods (4). In Germany, companies need to pay VAT on in-kind donations, making it more expensive to donate products (KMLZ, 2021).

The relatively low quantity of donated goods was confirmed during conversations with charity organisations in Belgium, France and Germany that receive donated unsold goods from brands to redistribute (5). In France, women’s clothing, summer fashion, sizes on each end of the spectrum and damaged or faulty products are donated, which does not fully match the actual needs of charity organisations. Although donated volumes fluctuate from year to year, there is a clear trend of decreasing volumes coming from traditional distributors of ready-to-wear cheap clothes. The main reason indicated

---

4 Personal communication with the the Project and Advocacy Officer of RREUSE, Marie-Jeanne Gartner, 21 August 2023.

5 Personal communications with Goods to give (Belgium), ADN (France) and Innatura (Germany) in April 2023.
is that these players discount as much as needed to get rid of their products with some financial return. On the other hand, charity organisations also see an increase of volumes coming from luxury brands and brands that only sell online. What is left is used to be destroyed before the application of the French AGEC law in 2023, but is now donated instead. Overall, French charity organisations see a slight decrease of quality of what they receive.

Table 3.1 Overview of unsold garments from different sources, per cent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sold at full price</th>
<th>Sold at discount / internal outlets</th>
<th>External outlets</th>
<th>Jobbers</th>
<th>Donations</th>
<th>Recycling</th>
<th>Incineration</th>
<th>Landfill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany(1)</td>
<td>80-90 %</td>
<td>10-20 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands(2)</td>
<td>51 %</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReHubs(3)</td>
<td>60-80 %</td>
<td>20-40 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway(4)</td>
<td>97-99 %</td>
<td>1-8 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average share of unsold: 21 %

Sources: (1) Berner (2021; Dowideit (2019); (2) Wijnia (2016); (3) EURATEX (2023a); (4) Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse AS (2022)

The overview presented in Table 3.1, shows that the numbers are rather divergent between different countries, years, and sources. For instance, the amount of unsold items varies from 20-40 % in the 2022 ReHubs study to 1-3 % in Norway in 2021. The average share of unsold textile products found in literature is 21 % (6).

Table 3.2 Fate of the unsold garments from different sources, per cent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>External outlets</th>
<th>Jobbers</th>
<th>Donations</th>
<th>Recycling</th>
<th>Incineration</th>
<th>Landfill</th>
<th>Other / unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France(1)</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReHubs(2)</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&amp;M (2019)(3)</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&amp;M (2021)(3)</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway(5)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway(4)</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: (1) ADEME (2021); (2) EURATEX (2023a); (3) Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse AS (2022); (4) Watson et al., (2020)

Note: The H&M data only refer to products put on the Norwegian market

Table 3.2 shows the fate of the unsold garments. The percentage of unsold that is donated to charity is found to be as low as 5 % from H&M in Norway in 2021, to an estimated 82 % across brands in Norway in

---

Data on unsold stock directly received from a limited number of European retailers indicate 10–27 % of products put on the market are not sold through their core channels. Although these figures align with the average share found in literature, as the sources can not be disclosed, the data are purely informative and were not used to calculate the average share.
2022. The volume of un sold items going to external outlets and/or jobbers varies between 65 % in France and 17 % in Norway. The difference can potentially be due to differences in the definition of unsold, both between the studies and the reporting brands. According to the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), ADEME in France, and Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse in Norway, unsold is defined as everything that is not sold through the brand’s internal channels, including discounts, outlets and employee donations. The German industry association on the other hand, defines unsold as everything that is not sold even after discounting. Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse states that an important reason for the difficulties in measuring the amount of unsold goods comes from the fact that the surveyed brands did not necessarily have numbers that are comparable with their definition and that definitions varied across brands.

Further, there is an important question regarding whether donations can be considered as use of the products or as destruction. Recent studies have revealed that 46 % of exports of secondhand clothing from Europe end up in Africa where up to 50 % of the garments ultimately end up in open landfill or are burned on open fires. Preliminary studies also indicate that the 41 % of the used clothes from Europe that are exported to Asia, for the most part are recycled into industrial wipes, rags or filling (ETC/CE, 2023 and EEA 2023). Furthermore, when damaged products are exported, it is unclear whether they will in fact be used in the receiving countries or will end up as waste.

An important aspect of the discussion of how to define unsold is whether products sold at a discount meet a real demand or should be considered unsold. If a large part is only sold when the garment has been discounted, for instance, 33 % of all garments put on the market in the Netherlands, this might indicate that the production of the garment does not really match demand. This is particularly true for garments which are sold at internal and external outlets, donated to employees or sold to jobbers. As stated by Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse, everything can be sold if the price is low enough but that does not necessarily indicate a need for the product. This point can be supported by the fact that the amount of clothes donated by consumers to charities in Europe has tripled since 2000 (ETC CE, 2023). In 2020, the textile consumption in the EU per person averaged 6.0 kilograms (kg) of clothing, 6.1 kg of household textiles and 2.7 kg of shoes (EEA, 2022). Consumers, however, use clothes and shoes for much shorter periods than they did 20 years ago (Laitala and Klepp, 2015). This might indicate that consumers buy clothes which they do not really need, and then subsequently donate them or throw them away. From this angle, products sold at a discount might lead to indirect destruction.

4 Destruction of textiles

The practice of destroying clothing is something that has been happening in the fashion industry since at least the 1980s (Napier and Sanguineti, 2018). Investopedia, a financial media website highly rated in the financial world, states, “a large inventory can however also be a liability, due to the risk of spoilage, theft, damage, or shifts in demand. In the case of the latter, it might have to be disposed of at clearance prices, or simply destroyed” (Investopedia, 2023). As shown in Chapters 2 and 3, both returns and unsold products are subject to destruction, and these can be either fully useable or damaged.

Table 2.1 gives a summary of the data found in literature as described in the previous chapters and calculates out of the total volume of online sales and the total volume of products put on the market (stock) the proportion that is destroyed. As products sold online are part of products put on the market, there is a partial overlap in the data. This is because it is unclear what proportion of the unsold products are returned products. Nevertheless, from the available data, it can be estimated that 4–9 % of all textile products put on the market are destroyed without ever being used for their intended purpose.
Table 2.1 Proportion of textile products destroyed, per cent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Returns 20%</th>
<th>Unsold 21%</th>
<th>Online Sales</th>
<th>Stock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(4% of all stock)</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4% of online sales)</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3% of online sales)</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3% of all stock)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: (left) Makov et al., (2023), (right) EURATEX, (2023a); Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse AS, (2022); ADEME, (2021); Watson et al., (2020)

Note: Under returns, the ‘best practices’ scenario is a scenario in which all returned items go through advanced grading and are carefully assessed according to a number of defined criteria.
The remainder of this chapter describes the reasons for destruction of both returned and unsold textile products, differentiated by whether they are useable or damaged.

Why functional products are destructed

For customer returns, the costs of handling are substantial, as shown in Chapter 2, and the potential earnings from putting items back on sale might not surpass the cost of processing. These fully functional items therefore end up as unsold and are sometimes destroyed.

Storing returned items is expensive for the company due to direct costs like rent, utilities, warehouse salaries and insurance, and indirect costs such as the opportunity cost, meaning that the storage space could be used for a new item which would potentially yield more revenue (Investopedia, 2023a; EMERGE, 2019). Hence, even fully functional clothes, both unsold ones and customer returns, might not be worth retaining and are therefore destroyed. This is particularly the case with low-price products for which the cost of finding other routes to their disposal, which takes time and resources to administer, is greater than destroying them (Elia, 2019).

This is further aggravated by tax laws. Companies have the right to deduct VAT if an item is destroyed (if duly proved and confirmed), but in most EU Member States, this is not the case if the item is donated (Rödig et al., 2021). This gives a monetary incentive to retailers to destroy rather than donate unsold stock to charities (Fitzgerald, 2023). Any effort spent on unsold or returned products, such as reprocessing or rebranding, negatively affects profit margins. As a result it is more lucrative to destroy low-value products with small profit margins than to making an effort to (re)sell or donate them (Rödig et al., 2021).

Lastly, the protection of intellectual property can be a reason for destruction, particularly for luxury brands. These typically do not place their items on sale or sell them at discount outlets, due to a fear of reducing the value of the clothes and thereby their brand. The items not sold within the season are therefore often destroyed (Frei et al., 2020; Elia, 2019).

Why damaged products are destroyed

As described in Chapter 2, around 4% of returns are C-graded and cannot be resold. Although the exact reasons may vary and depend on the used assessment criteria, it might be because of significant damage or defects (Rebound Returns, 2023). Sometimes items are destroyed because they are deemed a health risk. For instance, a large fast-fashion brand explained the destruction of 12 tonnes of denim jeans because of unsafe levels of lead in the paint in addition to mould on certain garments from water damage during transportation (Elia, 2019).

Another 2% of returns are B-graded products which are products that require further treatment, such as the removal of stains or small repairs, before they could potentially be resold. Sometimes B-graded products are donated to charity, but some of them might also be destroyed. Small defects might also be the reason why some textiles are never sold in the first place, which according to a French Agency for Ecological Transition (ADEME) 2021 study, accounts for 31% of unsold textiles. For both customer returns and unsold textiles, the damage might happen during transportation or storage, causing them to no longer meet quality specifications, be deemed unsellable and thus candidates for destruction (Roberts et al., 2023). Returned shoes in particular might also become unsellable as consumers have worn them (7).

Common to both unsold textiles and customer returns that are unsold because of minor defects and the need for treatment is the high cost of cleaning and repairing low-value goods, making destruction more cost effective (Roberts et al., 2023). This demonstrates an inherent flaw of the fashion industry, where
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7 Personal communication via e-mail and phone on 9 June 2023
cleaning and repairing otherwise fully functional items is deemed less economic than destroying them (Roberts et al., 2023). Although the items could in theory be mended and cleaned, this is not necessarily done.

Lastly, there are important uncertainties regarding the data. Even though most unsold textiles are reported to be sold to external outlets, jobbers or donated to charity, lack of data makes it unclear what happens to these products. Some retailers or brands, for instance, are unaware of what the jobbers do with their items, and there is, therefore, a risk that at least some are destroyed without the brands’ knowledge (Frei et al., 2020).

5 Impacts of destruction of returned and unsold textiles

The destruction of customer returns and unsold textiles have environmental and climate impacts. These arise from the processes of handling returns and unsold textiles and the destruction itself. Importantly, there are also the impacts from their original production even if they are never used.

Starting with the process of returns and unsold products, customer returns lead to a range of processes, which all imply resource and energy consumption, i.e., repackaging; transport; sorting, grading and other activities related to returns; and the use of space which requires heating and light (Frei et al., 2020). The distance returned goods travel could be well above 1,000 kilometres due to consolidation centres, advanced grading and restocking locations being spread over different countries (Makov et al., 2023). Only 3% of the environmentally harmful emissions from textiles, however, come from distribution and retail (EEA, 2022), meaning that the additional transport and other activities involved in the return process need to be significant if their emissions are to surpass those from producing a new product, and the use of these resources is worthwhile if they lead to the products being sold.

All unsold textiles, of which customer returns might be a part of, are associated with environmental and climate impacts, namely energy related to storage and the additional transport at the end of a sales period when overstocks in stores are returned to warehouses, from where they are often transported again to be sold at discount in other channels or to be discarded (Tanaka et al., 2019). Lastly, destruction in the form of incineration not only releases carbon dioxide (CO₂) but also other air pollutants depending on how technically advanced the incineration is, meaning how much filtering occurs to reduce the release of toxins (Elia, 2019). For this report it has not been possible to calculate the exact environmental and climate impact of the processing of returns and unsold textiles, nor of the destruction of these, as there is not enough reliable data on quantities and the share of the different processing methods.

Even when overstocks are sold through external outlets, jobbers or are donated to charities, their production has had environmental and climate impacts and their existence is symptomatic of an industry which produces more than there is a demand for. This argument can be extended for products only sold when heavily discounted, although they are not strictly defined as unsold products. An important aspect when assessing the environmental impact of selling these items heavily discounted or donated is the concept of the replacement rate, defined as the degree to which their purchase replaces the purchase of similar new items (Nørup et al., 2019). It can be argued that textiles that are only sold when heavily discounted, either internally or through external outlets, jobbers or through charity shops, do not necessarily replace the purchase of new items but are additional sales. So, instead of avoiding environmental impacts, they add to the environmental impact of clothing consumption.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, a large proportion of unsold products is ultimately exported beyond Europe. The majority ends up in Africa and Asia for reuse or recycling (ETC CE, 2023). In Africa there are, however, indications that a large portion ends up as waste, mostly in landfills or incinerated in the open, releasing toxins directly without filtering (ETC CE, 2023). Although donations of unsold items are not likely those
that necessarily become waste, there is a risk that these donations are flooding an already saturated market for secondhand clothing and that they are not reused but end up as waste. Although recycling is to be preferred over incineration or landfill, it is still considered destruction. Further, there is evidence that some of the imports are then re-exported to other countries. Consequently, the fate of donations is highly uncertain as and with little reliable data available on whether they are used or just destroyed.

The production process of textiles is often associated with unsafe working environments, long working hours and low pay, child labour and significant health and safety problems (Dzhengiz et al., 2023; Stringer et al., 2021). Destroying these very products not only means that the efforts as well as resources are wasted when these goods could be used by people in need, provided they actually meet those needs. This, however, does not solve the main issue of overproduction and is merely a way of making use of goods that exist.

Producing textiles is associated with a broad range of environmental impacts including high energy and water consumption levels, chemical pollution, soil degradation and a high carbon footprint (Dzhengiz et al., 2023; Niinimäki et al., 2020). As the largest carbon emissions are produced during the production of the textiles, destroying such products means that the emissions and resources are wasted (Niinimäki et al., 2020). Although the incineration of textiles can produce energy, and thereby replace other energy sources, it can be a net carbon emitter when avoided electricity production is accounted for depending on the garments and fibres (Makov et al., 2023), and energy recovery of clothing does not outweigh the energy used to produce the garments in the first place to any extent (Elia, 2019). According to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2021), the destruction of unsold goods generates 5–20 times more greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions than reuse – the foundation does not specify type of destruction.

The estimates of the environmental impact of the destruction of unsold products are based on the volume of textiles destroyed multiplied by the environmental impact of producing 1 kg of new textiles.

First, the volume of textiles destroyed is calculated based on the total amount of apparent consumption of textiles products in the EU in 2020 (8), 6.6 million tonnes (EEA, 2022), and the total share of destruction of the total volume of online sales and the total volume of products put on the market (stock), which, as shown in Chapter 4, ranges between 4 % and 9 %.

### Table 5.1 Volume of textiles destroyed in the EU, 2020, tonnes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total volume (tonnes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apparent consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 600 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest estimated share of destruction</td>
<td>4 %</td>
<td>264 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest estimated share of destruction</td>
<td>9 %</td>
<td>594 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** ETC CE

Estimates of the climate impact of the destruction of these textiles is calculated based on the GHG emissions from textile production that originate from fibre production, and which varies between 0.5 and 9.5 kg of carbon dioxide equivalent per kilogram of fibre (EEA, 2022). The GHG impacts of the consecutive steps in the production process, i.e., spinning, weaving or knitting, dyeing, confection and finishing, are not included. This means that the calculations highly underestimate the total impact. The emissions are

---

8 Apparent consumption = production + import - export
combined with the volumes of textiles destroyed calculated in Table 5.1, giving a matrix which shows the range from lowest volume of textiles destroyed combined with the lowest estimates of GHG emissions, up to the highest volume of textiles destroyed combined with the highest estimates. This gives a significant range of the climate impacts of the destroying unsold textiles. As already mentioned, however, due to the fact that only the GHG emissions that originate from fibre production are used in the calculations, the calculated impacts are an underestimate.

Table 5.2 Greenhouse gas emission estimates for different combinations of volumes of unsold textiles, volumes of unsold textiles destroyed and different levels of emissions, carbon dioxide equivalent, tonnes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GHG emissions (kg CO2-e/kg textiles)</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>9.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowest estimated share of destruction (4 %)</td>
<td>132 000</td>
<td>2 508 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest estimated share of destruction (9 %)</td>
<td>297 000</td>
<td>5 643 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ETC CE

As previously mentioned, approximately 20% of the textiles put on the market are not sold at the original price but through a cascade of internal discounting, external outlets, donation to employees or sold to jobbers. It can be argued that these do not meet a real demand. Table 5.3 illustrates the climate impact of these textiles, which is naturally even higher.

Table 5.3 Greenhouse gas emission estimates for volumes of unsold textiles, carbon dioxide equivalent, tonnes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GHG emissions (kg CO2e/kg textiles)</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>9.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHG emissions from total unsold textiles (20% of the total volume put on the market)</td>
<td>660 000</td>
<td>12 540 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ETC CE

6 Addressing the problems from a regulatory, business and consumer perspective

As previously explained, volumes of returns and unsold products can not only be seen as a forecasting challenge and a consequence of the market dynamics in the industry, but also as a symptom of an industry dependent on overproduction. Addressing the problem of destruction of unsold textiles can thus be done on two levels. From the perspective of the problem stemming from a forecasting issue, businesses can increase the efficiency and accuracy of the system and find alternative routes to higher levels of the waste hierarchy (9), such as prevention and reuse. Policy and regulatory efforts are, however, needed to address overproduction and the market dynamics causing overproduction and destruction.

---

9 The waste management hierarchy is a conceptual framework designed to guide and rank waste management decisions at both the individual and organisational level. It gives top priority to waste prevention, followed by re-use, recycling, recovery and finally disposal.
6.1 Reducing excessive returns and addressing forecasting challenges

6.1.1 Returned textiles

As described in Chapter 2, the reasons for the high quantities of returns can be found within the business dynamic and workings of the fashion industry, which both responds to and enables, the freedom for consumers to change their minds. Hence, a change of business practices could curb this practice.

Many companies are not adequately concerned with their reverse logistics compared to the magnitude of the practice, and returns constitute a cost for the company and planet. The way returns are typically processed often lacks internal visibility and might be too slow to effectively enable the products being resold (Frei et al., 2020). Relatively few retailers have adopted sophisticated strategies to tackle returns (Ader et al., 2021). Effective returns management includes avoidance – selling products in a way that minimises returns; gatekeeping – screening the return request and the returned product; and disposition procedures – what to do with returned products (Frei et al., 2022). Optimising the return strategy is important for companies to reduce (excessive) returns, and it has been suggested that this can done through the adoption of the following strategies (Frei et al., 2020).

**Avoidance of returns strategy**

Research has shown that companies can take several actions to avoid returns even before the items are sold. Conveying accurate product descriptions and providing size advice are key processes for reducing returns. Including customer reviews reduced the return rate by 49% in Germany and providing product advice with sizeflags, which bring out recommendations based on the product’s return history, reduced shoe returns by 3.8% in Europe and has the potential to have greater impacts on products with a history of high returns (Buldeo Rai, 2022).

According to a large online European retailer, for items for which they offer size advice, i.e., using size flags and size recommendations, size-related returns have been reduced by 10% compared to items that did not have size advice. Posting pictures of the products taken by customers can also increase accuracy (Buldeo Rai, 2022).

More sophisticated size advice could be provided by digital fitting technologies, for instance, by customers taking a picture of themselves with their smartphones which creates personalised measurements. This is already something that is seen in the industry with virtual reality (VR), smart gadgets, smart mirrors and various virtual garment-based information technology (IT), allowing consumers to try on garments and evaluate the style and fit virtually (Kuzmichev and Yan, 2022). There are several companies offering such technology, including Griddynamics (AI Body Measurement Application with Computer Vision, 2022) and Nettelo (Nettel - 3D Body Scan and Analysis Mobile Application, 2021), although it has not yet become mainstream amongst brands.

From the consumers’ side, a way to reduce returns would be to encourage their use of size charts when provided and being more selective about what to order. A large consumer study from Denmark found that an effective way to avoid regretting the purchase of a garment was to be aware of one’s favourite pieces. Knowing which garments, styles, and colours are a customer’s go-to in their wardrobe, reduces impulse purchases that are either returned or never used (Forbrugerrådet TÆNK, 2022). Trends such as snap-and-send-back, when customers buy garments simply to photograph themselves in for social media before returning them, should also be discouraged (Owen, 2022).

**Gatekeeping returns strategy**

Gatekeeping returns, meaning limiting returns through initiatives at the point of return, can also reduce them. This includes raising awareness about the economic and environmental costs associated with returns and not providing free returns on purchases made online (Frei et al., 2020). Although EU rules provide the consumer with the right to cancel and return the order within 14 days, for any reason and
without a justification for a product or a service purchased online, by telephone, mail order or from a door-to-door salesperson (EU, 2011), they also state that the seller can charge for the return and/or not cover the shipping cost of the return, as long as this is clearly stated at the time of purchase (EU, 2023b). Additionally, as was described in Chapter 2, the complete return process can take weeks to complete. Offering (free) returns up to 30, 50 or even more days after purchase has a significant impact on resale potential (Roland Berger et al., 2023; Frei et al., 2022; Ader et al., 2021). Limiting the return period can, therefore, have a positive impact on the probability of reselling it.

Gatekeeping could also include a more stringent review of returned products, as many items are returned broken or dirty (Owen, 2022). If the brand does not have sophisticated return-management systems in place, these clothes are easily accepted and refunded before the issues are discovered. A lack of systems for cleaning and repairing hinder these items being returned to stock.

**Disposition procedures**

Despite the above arguments, returns are not fundamentally the issue. Allowing for returns is important to ensure that customers only buy what is necessary, fits and will be used, and to allow the garment to be sold to someone else. In fact, several circular business models are based on frequent customer returns, such as rentals and leasing (Köhler et al., 2021), which are types of product-service systems (PSS), a subcategory of circular business models (ETC WMGE, 2021). For both circular and linear business models, disposition procedures, what is done with the returned product, are important to ensure that a product can be offered for sale again. This includes repackaging, cleaning, and repair. Returned items, for instance, might be stained and in need of thorough cleaning, or have buttons missing or be ripped and be in need of repair (Owen, 2022). Dealing with this, is a large and complex operation but it is needed to ensure that the returns can be resold. This also highlights to the role of consumers needing to take better care of clothes when trying them on at home.

### 6.1.2 Unsold textiles

The volume of overstocks and obsolete products could be reduced within the scope of the current system by increasing the accuracy of forecasting and improved inventory management – the process of ordering, storing, using, and selling a company’s raw materials, components, and finished goods (Investopedia, 2023a). This can be done through digitalisation, sales channel variation and local production.

**Digitalisation**

The widespread use of social media and networks enables trends to move ever faster, complicating forecasting (Tanaka et al., 2019). Digitalisation can be used to optimise both forecasting and logistics, ensuring a better match between supply and demand, and making sure the right products are available in the right place and the right time.

As a response to the Covid-19 pandemic, many companies strengthened their online presence in the relationship with their value chain. In Finland, for example, 35 % of the small fashion companies reorganised their production processes to become more digital, using digital systems for manufacturing and more precise ordering, thereby having fewer unsold goods (Haukkala et al., 2023). Digitalisation can also be used to gather information more efficiently about customers and their preferences, prior to product ordering (Elia, 2019). The use of artificial intelligence (AI) to analyse fashion trends can further help match supply with demand, such as through image recognition where pictures on social media are analysed to identify trends (Elia, 2019) and big-data analysis using machine learning to improve forecasting in terms of quantities (Tanaka et al., 2019).

Online sales also enable business models such as made-to-order or mass customisation, a business production strategy that allows consumers to purchase products that are customised to their specifications. This model aims to ensure that only what is really wanted is manufactured, as the production of an item begins only after a confirmed customer order is received (Hayes, 2020).
However, the impact of sustainable fashion design strategies, such as product personalisation to reduce the volume of production, are only effective if they replace the production of other garments. Maldini et al. (2019) question the environmental impact of such strategies, as, when compared with ready-made garments, they found that personalised garments were neither kept for longer nor used more frequently than ready-made garments. Moreover, no evidence of their contribution to reductions in new product demand and waste was found (Maldini et al., 2019). As these items are personalised, they cannot be restocked and might have a less viable secondhand market.

Lastly, with the increase in online sales, fewer items need to be transported to different local stores around Europe, meaning that the diverse portfolio can be accessible to the total market simultaneously, decreasing the risk of a mismatch between supply and demand in physical stores.

Sales channel variation
After increased digitalisation in recent years, more and more fashion companies have several channels, including online and physical stores, potentially covering larger geographical areas. There are often differences in trends and styles in different places of which the brand should be aware to ensure optimised matchmaking. A brand can reduce the volume of unsold product by moving unsold items to a different location within the sales period if demand there is greater (Logiwa, 2023). Algorithms can also support the distribution process. The calculations support the most optimal distribution to increase the probability of (re)selling the corresponding items. Within such a system, the sales numbers of the past few weeks are taken into account for the respective item and, in a second step, combined with the stock numbers of this item in the logistics centres. As a result, the location with the highest (re)sale probability for an item can be chosen (10).

Local production
Production closer to the consumers can also help to ease the challenges of forecasting and overproduction by reducing the steps and actors between demand and production, and consequently make the production chain more flexible and responsive. During the Covid-19 pandemic, for instance, many Finnish companies localised production to reduce the length and complexity of their value chains, keep inventory low and only produce products with strong local sales potential. The latter was enabled by tight customer relationships, as the companies knew their clients’ preferences (Haukkala et al., 2023). The tendency to find manufacturing locations closer to end markets is increasing globally (Haukkala et al., 2023). To be more flexible in the face of changing demand, the companies could benefit from owning their own production facilities and thereby communicate changes in demand upstream more easily and more rapidly. Owning the production could also make it easier to digitalise to further optimise the production to meet the correct demand (Elia, 2019).

6.2 Addressing the underlying systemic reasons
Reducing excessive returns and optimising forecasting could reduce the volumes of unsold goods, but does not effectively tackle the underlying systemic reason, namely that overproduction and destruction is deemed acceptable in the fashion industry and even makes economic sense. This could be tackled both through the introduction of new business models and policy measures.

Circular business models
Circular business models seek to decouple revenue from raw material use and product sales (EEA, 2022; ETC WMGE, 2021) and thus have the potential to reduce material use and overproduction. The EEA distinguishes between four types of circular business models, differentiated by how they contribute to a circular system, through 1) longevity and durability in products; 2) optimised product use; 3) collection

---

10 Information received from a large European online retailer
and reuse; and 4) recycling and material reuse (EEA, 2022), and has developed an EEA framework for circular business models identifying the role of innovation and enablers (ETC WMGE, 2021). An emerging trend in circular business models focusing on optimised product use is rental and sharing services, which aim to reduce overconsumption as consumers do not own products but purchase access to them, as well as services such as cleaning and repair services that extend the lifetime of the garments (EEA, 2022).

Only very limited research has been found that investigates the impact of rental and leasing on overstock and returns. An empirical case study of an everyday fashion-rental company, however, suggests that rental businesses have reduced stock requirements compared to traditional retail since every piece can be worn by multiple consumers, and overstock is thus less of an issue (Bodenheimer et al., 2022). This suggests that such models could significantly reduce the initial production of new products, thereby potentially considerably reduce the destruction of unsold textiles. Thus, rental and leasing services do not change consumers’ practice of renewing their wardrobes but take advantage of this behaviour without the use of new materials and overstocking.

On the other hand, circular business models might not provide the full solution. Gyde and McNeill (2021) and Yin et al. (2019) found that customers take less care of rented items while still demanding a higher standard in what they rent – a standard, the companies studied cannot always meet. Another study also found that to provide customers with a wide selection of garments, the company it looked at had to overstock about 20 % at all times and that even if garments, such as winter clothes, could be in high seasonal demand, they would take up space in the inventory most of the year without creating revenue (Bodenheimer et al., 2022). This suggests that even though the stock in PSS businesses in real numbers may be significantly lower than in traditional retail, PSS could still face the same dilemma of overstock due to customer demand for wide selections. Further, the rental might not effectively avoid new product sales. Furthermore, due to additional operational requirements, such as shipping and cleaning, accessing garments through rental or sharing might not inherently have a lower environmental impact (Meshulam et al., 2023).

### 6.3 Policy options for reducing returns and overproduction

Although companies and consumers can contribute to reducing the volume of unsold textiles, it is difficult for single actors to have an impact on the whole system. According to Elia (2019), due to the market logic that is prevalent in the industry overall, most fashion companies require greater incentives than an appeal to act more responsibly to change their practices, such as pressure from governments or regulations. This can be a result of the brands neither wanting nor being able to counter the market logic that is prevalent in the industry overall. The established players in the industry are trying to combine the logic of market and sustainability in search of eco-efficiency, which means they try to “either reduce resource use to produce the same output or produce more clothes with a given volume of resources as input” (Dzhengiz et al., 2023). This approach, however, does not solve the intrinsic causes of unsold and returned stock – overproduction, fast-changing trends and a mismatch between demand and supply. To achieve an actual shift away from the large quantities of customer returns and unsold goods, both hard and soft policy interventions are needed. Hard policy instruments, such as laws and taxes, restrict choices and alter financial incentives, whereas soft policies typically include moral persuasion and educational campaigns, and more recently behavioural public policy approaches like nudges (Banerjee et al., 2021). Overarchingly, policy interventions could aim to increase the cost of production so that overproduction becomes a financial liability for brands and thus more in their interest to avoid and incentivise re-distribution.

This report focuses on a selection of policy options found in literature that address the destruction of returned and unsold products, and not how policy can impact the fashion industry towards a reduction in production volumes.

Some experts believe that forcing companies to publicly disclose the amount of unsold goods and returns will draw attention to the scale of the problem and indirectly force them to reduce their amounts due to
the danger of gaining an unwanted negative branding image (Roberts et al., 2023). In a Norwegian investigation into the volume of unsold goods, two large companies refused to disclose their volumes of unsold goods, arguing that this was a business secret. The Norwegian Consumer Council and the environmental non-governmental organisation (NGO) Fremtiden i Våre Hender (The future in our hands), chose to submit a formal complaint to Klagenemda for miljøinformasjon, the Norwegian institution for complaints regarding disclosure of information related to the environment (Samfunnsøkonomisk analyse AS, 2022), on the basis of the law regarding businesses’ duty to share information with significance to the environment (Lov om rett til miljøinformasjon og deltakelse i offentlige beslutningsprosesser av betydning for miljøet, 2004). This created negative media attention, potentially putting pressure on the brands to act. The case is unresolved at the time of writing.

The introduction of an extended producer responsibility (EPR) system for textiles could also enforce and enable moving unsold textiles up the waste hierarchy. The main purpose of an EPR scheme is to transfer the responsibility for waste management, i.e., collection and treatment, to the actors who put the products on the market. An interesting aspect of this, however, is how adequate collection and treatment are defined. A study in Denmark made calculations on the fees necessary to cover a traditional waste management system. As expected, waste collection followed by incineration is rather cheap, estimated to cost around DKK 456 or EUR 61 per tonne. Separate collection, detailed sorting, preparation for reuse, recycle, and recycling would be significantly more expensive, amounting to DKK 3 000 or EUR 403 per tonne (Miljøstyrelsen, 2023). Including these measures when calculating the fee in an EPR system would potentially increase it to a level which would result in textiles being noticeable more expensive, and thus could contribute to tackling the underlying cause of unsold textiles and the destruction of these being cheap. It would further contribute to a more efficient and developed value chain for reuse and recycling.

The German government introduced the German Due Diligence Act (Obhutspflicht) (BMUV, 2020) in 2020, constituting a new form of product responsibility. It focuses on returned goods from online purchases as a critical contributor to waste generation and refers to all consumer goods, and their entire distribution processes, including transport and storage. Reducing the destruction of unsold goods in the textile industry is a priority (Bundesumweltministeriums, 2022). Although the Obhutspflicht has been in effect since 2020, it has not yet been fully implemented due to a lack of necessary regulations through which the German government can determine who is responsible, which products are affected and what exactly must be done to comply with the law. Enforceable obligations only arise once they have been specified, but the BMUV believes that the new legislation has already influenced stakeholder decisions. Currently, the BMUV is examining how transparency can be created on the extent and reasons for the destruction of goods, in dialogue with trade associations, online retailers, third-party recyclers and other stakeholders (BMUV, 2020). Once these transparency measures have been implemented, the volumes of textile waste in Germany can be estimated.

Tax policy can incentivise reuse rather than destruction. As private companies base their decisions on profit maximisation, tax breaks or negative-impact taxes could help boost the competitiveness of products that conform to the principles of a circular economy (Hartley et al., 2020). Brands have stated that because donations do not attract VAT deductions, destruction, which does, becomes the cheaper option. In Belgium, the government has chosen to reduce VAT on donated non-food products to make it cheaper for companies to donate their unwanted goods to charity (Moniteur Belge, 2019). Additionally, the German government stated in its 2021 coalition agreement that it want to reduce the destruction of returned goods and committed to removing existing tax hurdles that prevent companies from donating unsold goods to NGOs (Bundesregierung, 2021). This has been followed by a joint communication from the German Ministry of Finance (BMF), together with the tax administrations of the federal states, to regulate in which cases companies are exempt from VAT for the donation of goods (Bundesfinanzministerium, 2021).

The European Commission reformed the EU VAT system in 2021, allowing Member States to implement lower VAT rates for environmentally friendly products and services. Although this also means Member
States can fully remove VAT on charitable donations, it is still up to Member States to decide (Fitzgerald, 2023). According to EU Commissioner Gentiloni, donations given free of charge are in principle outside the scope of VAT, however, retailers making donations can no longer claim back VAT on purchases of products that were later donated, “as this would contravene the principle of tax neutrality and open the door for unlimited tax avoidance possibilities as well as tax fraud” (European Parliament, 2023a). So far, a change of VAT rules is not included in the proposed ESPR framework (Roberts et al., 2023). Value-added tax exemption on donations could also lead to charities being unable to absorb the volumes of donated goods, which could lead to the increased export of donations and, in any case, they would not prohibit the destruction of unsold goods (Roberts et al., 2023).

Lastly, an absolute ban on the destruction is a direct way to end the practice. Currently, France and Germany are the only countries to ban the destruction of unsold goods. In 2020, France adopted The law on the fight against waste and for the circular economy (Loi relative à la lutte contre le gaspillage et à l’économie circulaire (AGEC)), which introduced a ban on the destruction of products subject to EPR schemes in 2021 and by the end of 2023 all other products. The ban aims to encourage companies to reconsider their stock management and production (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2021). As the French ban is relatively new, no evaluation has yet been done, though some preliminary research indicates that the ban is ineffective due to limited reporting obligations making enforcement and transparency difficult (Roberts et al., 2023). Furthermore, some researchers criticise the ban for equating reuse and recycling as well as making destruction legal if no recycling solution exists. The ban is also criticised for not including returns making their destruction still possible (Roberts et al., 2023).

On 5 December 2023, the Council and the European Parliament reached a provisional political agreement on the proposed regulation establishing a framework for setting eco-design requirements for sustainable products (ESPR). The new Regulation replaces the existing 2009 Ecodesign Directive and enlarges the scope beyond energy-related products to considerably enhance circularity, energy efficiency, resource effectiveness, and other environmental sustainability aspects for particular product categories placed in the EU market. Article 20 of the proposed ESPR, establishes a general obligation of transparency for economic operators who discard unsold consumer products, including disclosing information on the number of unsold consumer products discarded per year. The same article also opens to the possibility to adopt specific action to prohibit the destruction of specific groups of unsold consumer products. The provisions regarding destruction are currently under consideration for several proposed amendments in the co-legislative process. Notably, co-legislators are advocating for a direct prohibition on the destruction of unsold textile products. Small and micro companies would be exempted of this ban, while medium size companies would benefit of a 6-year exemption. This ban would be applicable two years after the entry into force of the Regulation (Council of the European Union, 2023).

Table 6.1 gives an overview of options for policy measures to avoid the destruction of unsold textiles.
Table 6.1 Overview of options for policy measures to avoid destruction of unsold textiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted actor</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Retailers</th>
<th>Consumers</th>
<th>Re-use/recycling actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Policy instrument** | • Reduced VAT on donations.  
• Tax rebate on products redistributed, recovered, or reused.  
• Minimum product standards; durability, repairability. | • Require public disclosure of returns and unsold products, as well as destruction.  
• Levy on unsold and returned volumes.  
• Reduced VAT on products donated to charity.  
• Tax rebate on products redistributed, recovered or reused.  
• Reduced taxation on labour involved in circular activities; reuse/repair.  
• Mandatory reporting on disposition routes.  
• Ban on destruction of unsold textiles. | • Economic incentives to buy secondhand or repaired goods.  
• Education on true cost of returns, benefits of reuse.  
• Incentives to limit excessive returns. | • Subsidies/government support to develop reuse infrastructure and capacity.  
• Tax rebates on volumes recovered and reused.  
• Tax reductions on labour involved in circular activities such as repair and reuse. |

Source: Adapted from Roberts et al. (2023)
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